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Name of the Initiative : Hybrid True Potato Seed (T.P.S.) technolog

1.A         Introduction:
Hybrid True potato Seed is tiny botanical hybrid  seed of potato, which
substitute bulky potato seed tuber as only 100g is sufficient to cover lh
area instead of planting ar,ound 2t of seed tuber, wherein hybrid vigour
can be exploited for yield as well as resistance to diseases etc. Tripura is the
highest producer of hybrid True Potato Seed not only in the country but
also in the world besides utilization of the same. The state is supplying a
sizeable quantity of hybrid TPS to other states every year besides meeting
its own requirement. A significant quantity of hybrid TPS had also been
exported to abroad, previously.

(3.

Objectives :
Geographically the state is tiny & located in the furthest corner of the country (NE region) bounded in
three sides with international border. It is very difficult to grow potato as the region is deficient in
availability of quality seed potato tuber, which compelled the department to search for an appropriate
alternative.Ultimately,thestatesucceededincomingoutwiththetechnologyofcommercialproduction
of hybrid TPS through a series- of experiments  /  trials with the main objectives being to enable the

potato growers of the state to have the quality planting material of potato with right technology in
order to increase production & productivity of potato.

Salient Feature :
The following benefits can be achieved using hybrid TPS technology over the traditional system.

a.    100g is sufficierit to cover lh area
instead of planting around 2t potato          /`t
seed tuber.

b.    Exploitation of hybrid vigour is possible
in realization of yield.

c.    Absolutely disease free planting
material.

d.    No cold storage facility required for
storing TPS.

e.    Practically no transportation cost is
involved unlike seed potato tuber.

f.     More resistance to diseases and pests.

9.    Net profit is more as the cost of cultivation is less.

h.    The seed tubers being utilized could otherwise be utilized for consumption.

A.   Organisation structure :
Horticulture Research Complex, Nagicherra under the Department of Agriculture situated at around
10km away from the state capital had taken up research programmes in the late eighties of the last
century mainly with two objectives. Firstly, to standardize the commercial production of hybrid TPS
andthesecondwasstandardizationofrighttechnologytoutilizethesametohaveaincreasedproduction
of potato, in a collaborative work with the International Potato Center (CIP, Lima).
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8.        Implementation :
Onbeingsuccessful,withthefundprovidedbytheNorthEastem
Council the infrastructure were developed at HRC, Nagicherra
to produce the hybrid TPS, which is being continued as of date.
Thetechnologyforproductionofpotatodevelopedearlierisbeing
modified in consideration to needs and being recommended to
the farmers for growing potato.  The technology is also being
disseminated  to  the  farmers  by  the  departmental  field
functionaries on being making them able besides providing
benefits to the growers.

Strategies :
Over the time the hybrid TPS technology has proved its' sustainability in the farmers field. Presently,

the department has taken up a programme in order to
further increase the production of potato in the state by
replacing  the  low yielder non-seed  tuber materials by
enablingfarmerswithgoodqualityseedlingtubers(tuberlets
of TPS populatious). In the said programme an initiative

his been taken up to produce quality seedling tubers of
TPS populations by the registered growers in a co-operative
mode of farming through which it is estimated that 10.00t
of quality seedling tubers will be produced during the year
2014-15, which will be sufficient enough to cover 1500h in

the following year.  And, the produced materials will be

procured  on being  certification by  the  departmental
agencies, which will be cold stored and distributed
to the growers in the following year. In addition to
the departmental agencies, all the KVKs of the state
have been engaged for the right implementation of
the   programme,   besides    engaging   Tripura
Horticultural Corporation Limited for procurement
& storing. This programme is believed to make the
stateenabletoincreasetheproduction&productivity
of potato in the state considerably by replacing the
low yielder non-seed tuber materials.

5.      Impact:
The whole NE India is possessing 10% of the potato area of the
country but contributes only 4% of the total potato production.
Being one among the NE states, Tripura has realizing the yield of
ar.ound 18t /h (nearer to national average), where no other state
could achieve a double digit figure. This phenomenon quantifies
the achievement of the state in a short.
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Summary :
h short the hybrid TPS programme, which was initiated in the state through a collaborative work with
the International Potato Center (CIP, Lima), subsequently has proved a pro farmer technology and
sustainable in the long run. The hybrid populations has not only proved to be a high yielder but also
capable to combat the Late Blight disease significantly. Tripura registered highest per h production of

potato among all NE states owing to hybrid TPS technology.

Replicability to other states :
The technology is suited to the states, where availability of seed tuber of potato is a constraint, the

growing season is short, potato is grown in assured irrigated condition and the holding sizes are small
to marginal. Many NGOs and KVKs of the eastern & NE India are procuring hybrid TPS from HRC,
Nagicherra to impart the technology in their respective areas. The state is capable to provide training to
disseminate the technology, if required.

For TPS contact :

1.   Director of Horticulture & Soil Conservation
Government of Tripura,
P.0, Agartala, PIN-799 001, Tripura.
Phone : 0381-232-2805/ 0381-232-4739
FAX : 0381-232-4739;
E-mail : dhctripuraeyahoo.co.in

2.   General Manager, NERAMAC (For Abroad)
A. D. Nagar Industrial Estate
P. 0. : A. D. Nagar, Agartala, PIN - 799 003,
West Tripura, India
Phone : 0381-2371392, +91 9774601678 (Mobile)
E-mail : neramac.agt@gmail.com
Website : www.neramac.com

3.   Senior Horticulturist
Horticulture Research Complex.
P. 0. : Nagicherra, West Tripura.
PIN - 799 004.
Mobile : 9436127164
E-mail : hrc_nagicherra@rediffmail.com

Published by :
HORTICULTURE  RESEARCH  COMPLEX

Nagicherra, Agarfala, West Tripura,
E-mail  :  hrc_nagicherra@rediffmail.com
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6. Summary :
In short the hybrid TPS programme, which was initiated in the state through a collaborative work with
the International Potato Center (CIP, Lima), subsequently has proved a pro farmer technology and
sustainable in the long run. The hybrid populations has not only proved to be a high yielder but also
capable to combat the Late Blight disease significantly. Tripura registered highest per h production of
potato among all NE states owing to hybrid TPS technology.

7. Replicability to other states :
The technology is suited to the states, where availability of seed tuber of potato is a constraint, the
growing season is short, potato is grown in assured irrigated condition and the holding sizes are small
to marginal. Many NGOs and I<VI<s of the eastern & NE India are procuring hybrid TPS from HRC,
Nagicherra to impart the technology in their respective areas. The state is capable to provide training to
disseminate the technology, if required.
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In short the hybrid TPS programme, which was initiated in the state through a collaborative work with
the International Potato Center (CIP, Lima), subsequently has proved a pro farmer technology and
sustainable in the long run. The hybrid populations has not only proved to be a high yielder but also
capable to combat the Late Blight disease significantly. Tripura registered highest per h production of
potato among all NE states owing to hybrid TPS technology.
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The technology is suited to the states, where availability of seed tuber of potato is a constraint, the
growing season is short, potato is grown in assured irrigated condition and the holding sizes are small
to marginal. Many NGOs and I<VI<s of the eastern & NE India are procuring hybrid TPS from HRC,
Nagicherra to impart the technology in their respective areas. The state is capable to provide training to
disseminate the technology, if required.
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